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September is upon us which means the end of summer and start of fall. Fall means that
school is in full swing, trees will shed their leaves, and Halloween is right around the corner.
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For paranormal teams it means more people reporting activity and needing assistance, as
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well as more publicly held events to attend and/or host.

TnT Paranormal Asks

The IL Chapter will start the fall 2015 Paranormal Lecture series this month with the first stop
at the Westmont IL Public Library on the 24th. The event is free to the public and if you have

Ask TnT Paranormal

not attended a lecture we encourage you to.

Paranormal Insight
The founder of TnT Paranormal and member of the FL Chapter, Melissa Tanner, will be
presenting at the 2015 Gulf Coast ParaCon on the 26th. If you live near Biloxi, MS and/or

Paranormal Corner

have the desire to attend this great event click here to learn more.

Upcoming Events
2015 Paranormal Conference
Listing

On August 15th we hosted another successful event at the Arlington Heights Historical
Museum. Arlington Heights Historical Museum is the former site of the F.W. Müller
Carbonated Beverages Company. These events are perfect for the novice paranormal
investigator who wants to be able to investigate but may not have the means to do it

At TnT Paranormal Investigators
our primary mission is to help the
client with their paranormal
concerns. We research the
background of the property,
gather data during an onsite
investigation, review that data to
determine if any paranormal data
was captured, and provide the
client with a report of our findings.
We also use this time to educate
our clients on the paranormal field
and helping to ease their fears.

otherwise. The next one, and last for 2015, is on October 24 th. To learn more go to our

We would love to assist you with
your paranormal needs. To learn
more about our services, ask us
questions, or to request an
investigation click here.

on FaceBook, Team page on Facebook, or Twitter (@TnTParanormal).

LLC

website Investigate Beverage Factory Page or the ad in this newsletter.
We have a lot of interesting articles in September 2015 issue, including: Safety series:
Listeria; Mineral Springs Hotel; Rechargeable batteries and battery packs; Have you heard of
someone finding coins everywhere?; and an interview with David and Michelle Diener with
Badger State Paranormal. If you are a budding author, or even an experienced one and
would love to have your article in our newsletter, please let us know.
We are always on the lookout for new cases and places to investigate, so please keep us in
mind if you hear of anything. To learn more about us you can go to our website, group page

Click here to read the newsletter
Disclaimer.
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Paranormal “U”
Listeria
Safety Series
by Joan Camper, TPN-Illinois Chapter
Listeria is a severe form of food poisoning contracted by eating tainted food. Senior citizens, children, pregnant women and people with
compromised immune systems are at the highest risk of contracting the disease. Unlike other forms of food poisoning, Listeria can get into
your blood and cause septic shock and meningitis. If you contract Listeria you will need to see a medical professional.
Symptoms of Listeria include diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, muscle aches, fever, bloated feeling, and inflammation of the intestines. Other
symptoms can include headache, stiff neck, confusion, loss of balance and convulsions. These symptoms usually appear within 24 to 48 hours
of consuming the tainted food. The first complication of Listeria is usually dehydration, due to fluid loss.
Listeria is commonly found in soil and water. Animals that eat grass can also be contaminated. The most common source is uncooked meat
and vegetables, unpasteurized milk and cheeses and other products made from unpasteurized milk. It can also be found in cooked or
processed foods like soft cheeses, lunch meat, and smoked seafood. Unlike most bacteria listeria can grow and reproduce in some foods in
the refrigerator.
To prevent Listeria wash all produce and separate uncooked meat and vegetables. Keep lunch meat and cooked foods away from uncooked
meats and vegetables. To keep your kitchen safe wash your hands and tools after preparing uncooked foods, particularly poultry. NEVER
EVER use the same knife to cut raw meat and slice your vegetables. Clean up all spills in your refrigerator especially from hot dogs and lunch
meats, raw meat and raw poultry. In our case as paranormal investigators be careful about how you bring and store your food on
investigations. Use a cooler with ice and place all foods in their own individual zip loc bag. Also always carry hand sanitizer and disinfecting
wipes to clean surfaces.
If you are unfortunate as I was, and contact this illness this is what you can expect from treatment. If you require medical intervention you can
expect a broad-spectrum antibiotic along with fluids to stay hydrated. You will also be put on a bland diet, not that you will ever want to eat
again, and rest. If you don’t require intervention no tests or treatment are needed. You can however expect to feel very sick for at least 24
hours.
Even with prompt treatment patients with serious medical problems can die. Most patients recover with no lasting complications. Due to the
severity of the disease, the health department requires any cases, even just one, to be reported.
It is common to hear about large outbreaks associated with large companies involving food recalls. In my case, the outbreak was linked to a
caterer who cut raw chicken and vegetables with the same knife and cutting board. This breach in sanitation resulted in an outbreak at a family
gathering which caused severe sickness for all those involved. Check caterer’s and any food preparer’s records for any citations in food
preparation safety.
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TnT Paranormal Asks David and Michele Diener
Badger State Paranormal is a group of paranormal investigators that believe there is something out there that is unexplainable. We are located
in Washington County, WI, but are willing to travel wherever help is needed. Our mission is to help anyone who needs assistance during their
darkest moments. After we are contacted by you, we will schedule a time at your convenience to perform a professional paranormal
investigation. While investigating, we will be attempting to capture anything paranormal on our equipment and also try to see if any claims are
merely naturally occurring phenomena. If we are able to capture anything on our video or audio equipment, we provide you with copies of them,
if you wish. We bring professionalism and confidentiality for your right to privacy about the nature of your experiences. All of our research is
based on books, seminars, and other paranormal groups throughout the country, as well as EVP experts, demonologists, and clergy. We take all
claims seriously and are always here to comfort you when you need it most. As always, every investigation is free of charge and always will be.

1)

Tell our readers a little bit about you and the role you serve in the field of the paranormal?
My name is David Diener and I, along with my wife Michele, are the co-founders of Badger State Paranormal. I am a Journeyman Sheet
Metal Worker in Milwaukee, WI for the last 10 years and my wife ran a day care in Hartford, WI for 32 years. With a background in the
construction industry, I am able to track down and "debunk" certain claims that could be natural phenomena occurring within HVAC and
plumbing equipment. Badger State Paranormal was founded in 2005. We have investigated residential homes and businesses throughout
the U.S. but our main base is in Southeastern Wisconsin. Michele is our case manager and researcher. I am the lead investigator and tech
guru. Along with our investigator Michele Skopek, we are able to tackle any location big or small. We also do fundraisers and presentations
as well as support our local ghost tours and historical societies.

2)

How long have you been interested in the paranormal and what sparked that interest?
I have been interested in the paranormal for most of my life. I heard stories from my friends growing up but never had an experience until
after our group started. Michele, on the other hand, has had numerous experiences throughout her life. From her childhood home in
Cedarburg, WI to our current home, she has witnessed full body apparitions to knocks to drapes being ripped off the walls. After hearing her
stories and how passionate she was about it, we decided to start a group and help families that were having phenomena happen in their
home and business.

3)

What makes you and/or your team different from others in the field?
We are a small team. In being small, we are able to control contamination of evidence more easily than if you have a large group. We are all
level headed and go into an investigation with a scientific approach. Throughout the investigation, we are always trying to find natural
causes to the claims of the home/business owner.

4)

What do you believe is the most common mistake paranormal investigators make? How can they correct that mistake?
I think the most common mistake is thinking everything is "paranormal." When you hear a bang, go see what is causing that noise. You hear
too often of "investigators" running away from the noise when they should be seeing what is causing it. Or when you're reviewing evidence,
make sure you line up your video and audio. There are numerous times that it sounds like there could be a voice when it could be as simple
as something brushing across your recorder.
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TnT Paranormal Asks David and Michele Diener
5)

In your career in the paranormal have you ever had someone bring up a phenomenon or unusual experience that you had never
heard of before?
We've never had any unusual claims. Our most unusual experience for us as a group was an elderly lady in a retirement home. She
claimed that she could communicate with a few different entities. She wanted our help to try and make them stop talking to her because
she couldn't sleep. Upon arriving at her residence, we did find that her building was a former hospital and her apartment was above the
morgue. After conducting an investigation and reviewing countless hours of data, we were unable to get a hold of her. After 3 weeks, she
finally called and told us that she had been committed to a state mental hospital and she needed to have her medications adjusted.

6)

Any advice for a new investigator getting into the field of the paranormal?
Don't only research the location, research whoever contacted you. We always get the names and ages of everyone in the home or
business and check and make sure they aren't axe murderers. There has been a couple times that we have been contacted when it was
just a prank to get back at an ex boyfriend/girlfriend/spouse. We have also been contacted by people that are known criminals trying to get
us into their house.

7)

What do you believe is the best tool a paranormal investigator can use during an investigation?
We all know the best answer is your senses. However, you can't collect data from your senses. My other favorite tool is a voice recorder.
They are fairly cheap and easy to use. And when you hear a disembodied voice calling out to you, you now have data to back it up.

8)

What is your favorite place/location to investigate?
Ohio State Reformatory is our favorite. We have caught numerous EVP's, disembodied voice, been touched and saw a face through the
metal stairway near solitary confinement. It was one place that definitely didn't disappoint. Although, Waverly Hills is a close second.

9)

Have you ever had a paranormal experience that “changed” you in some way? Either for the positive or the negative.
My best experience happened at Ohio State Reformatory. It was the first time that I did see something with my own eyes and I did get a soft
nudge while we were there.

10) How can our readers contact you to learn more about you and the work you do in the field of the paranormal?
Website: www.badgerstateparanormal.com
Email: badgerstateparanormal@gmail.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BadgerStateParanormal

We at TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC want to thank David and Michele for the interview. We are honored to call them our
colleagues and friends.
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Name this Haunted Location
Do you know the name of this haunted location? Email us with your guess at info@tntparanormal.com.

Name this Haunted Location from the last
issue was from Waverly Hills Santorium,
Louisville, KY.

From the Paranormal Store
Piercing the Veils of Death: A Paranormal Exploration
Piercing the Veils of Death: A Paranormal Exploration sets out to journey through several realms of the
hereafter. Have you ever wondered what it would be like to pass through this life and have cognitive recall?
To know where you are and who is in the room with you? Follow Stephen Allendale in the Apologue as he
travels this very path clinging to his life long love, his wife Tracy. This fascinating book appeals to both the
lover of fiction and nonfiction. Three sections are ingeniously dedicated to fictionalized tales, quasi-memoirs
and research, and interviews with Twentieth Century paranormal investigators, scientist, psychics, and
celebrities in the paranormal and metaphysical community.
Chapter 13 features an interview of TnT Paranormal’s own Melissa and Tracey Tanner. As well as interviews
of other local paranormal teams, tour guides, authors, etc.

Author: Dane Ladwig

ISBN/EAN13: 1482061783 / 9781482061789

Order at: https://www.createspace.com/4144659
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Tools of the Trade
Rechargeable Batteries and Battery Packs
Melissa Tanner, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC

One of the items that we use for every investigation are batteries. With all of the equipment and number of investigations the costs for these can
be a huge expense. I would recommend if you are doing more than one investigation a month and/or using more than two pieces of equipment
during your investigation that will use batteries to switch to using rechargeable batteries and battery packs/cells.

The main type of batteries for most paranormal gear are AA, AAA, and 9V. So when looking for a battery charger look for one that can handle one
or more of those types. Rayovac makes a charger that works for AA and AAA at the same time. This is the one we use; however there are many
good brands to choose from. Please note that even if you charged the batteries before and did not use them, if it’s been more than a few days
since the charge I would recharge them before using them to be sure they are still fully charged. You also want to make sure to keep the
rechargeable batteries away from the disposables batteries so that they don’t accidentally get recycled or thrown away.

A battery pack is great for equipment that has a USB charge port on it. The battery packs are what are used to charge cell phones, tablets, and
other such electronics. We use ours for our Zoom H1 digital recorders, chargeable digital recorders, touch… plasma ball, and to keep our cell
phones charged. The model we use is a Power Xcel that we purchased at Menards for about $5. We did a test using the battery pack with our
Zoom H1 digital recorder and found the battery pack kept the H1 going for 18 hours before the battery pack died and then the internal batteries for
the recorder kicked in and kept it running for another 8 hours. We found the mini SD card in the recorder filled up before it ran out of power. So
imagine being able to record for 24 hours with a single charge. It will make those over night into the next morning investigations easier and
cheaper to run the equipment.

Battery Packs / Cells

www.tntparanormal.com
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Ask TnT Paranormal
The following question(s) was/were submitted by our readers, by our online subscribers, or at events.
Have you heard of someone finding coins everywhere? I have been finding pennies in my path, on furniture, in freshly folded
laundry. Its kind of maddening. What could this mean?

This is a great question. And this is a phenomenon that I have heard before this question was asked. Here is what I know and what I think it
means. But first, a story from a friend of mine.

A friend of mine had worked at a quick stop gas station in town; she worked the cash register. Not just selling gas but food and drinks and
those kinds of things. During her time there, she noticed that many times the number 722 would come up as the price of the purchase; she was
born on July 22. There was also a time that a purchase for $7.22 came up, and the reward points total that the customer had earned was
1979, which is the year in which she was born. That freaked her out a little bit.

She has also found quarters in the house and other places with certain dates stamped on them; 1939, which was the birth year of her
grandfather and again, 1979, which again, was her birth year. She once found a quarter on her grandfather’s grave, that she had gone to visit.
She called family members and no one said that they had left a quarter there.

I did a Google search on this subject and found quite a bit on this subject. Not just pennies but also dimes and quarters.

So, the question, what does this mean? If you asked several people I think you might have several answers. This is what I think.

I believe that family and friends who have crossed over to the other side often keep an eye on us, the living. I believe there are times that the
living are in need of some type of intervention, from the living or from the other side. Or perhaps they need to know that those who have
crossed over are okay and are still there with them.

I think it is a very personal thing and however it means to one person, I think, is the correct interpretation. When working in the paranormal field
there are very few truths but lots of opinions. This means it becomes a personal thing. And your interpretation of what it means? That, for you,
is the truth. Your truth. Yet, I do have a default interpretation on these kind of things, “Well that’s interesting.”

Enjoy your journey of discovering interesting things.
- Carl Crooks, TPN – Illinois Chapter
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Famous Haunts
Mineral Springs Hotel (Alton, IL)
Website: http://mineralspringshauntedtours.com/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/mineral.tours?fref=ts

Mineral Springs opened in 1914 as a 90 room Hotel and Spa. People came from all over the country for the mineral treatments. There was even
a doctor in residence who supervised the treatments. It was a beautiful and elegant place, and the hub of socializing. It was "The Place"!

The hotel was constructed by August and Herman Luer, successful meat packers, who intended to open an ice storage plant on the property in
1909. August Luer was a German immigrant who had started a meat packing plant in Alton in 1881. When he had first come to this country, he
had lived in St. Louis with his brother, who was a butcher. Concerned about the health of his young wife, Luer set up his own shop in Alton,
where he found clean air and the opportunity for new business. Herman joined him here in 1893. The Luer’s soon began promoting their product
around the countryside and posted daily prices for hogs on the corner of their receiving station. That way, farmers could drive by and stop if they
liked the price, or go on to East St. Louis if they didn’t. The chili, hams and sausages produced by the Luer’s became Alton favorites.

The hotel site dated back to the 1880s, when it was a meat packing company, but in 1910, workmen began drilling a well for an ice-making and
cold storage facility and discovered a natural spring under the ground. The water from the spring had a strong smell (it turned out to be high in
sulfur content) and legend had it that he declared it to have “medicinal qualities”. He is said to have recommend that the Luer brothers build a
health spa on the site instead of a building for storing ice.

The legends of the place claim there are several different ghosts that haunt the corridors and rooms of the Mineral Springs. The first is said to
be that of an itinerant artist who was unable to pay his hotel bill back in 1932. His ghost apparently haunts the former hotel bar. This section of
the building has served as a shop in recent years but the saloon that once existed here was decorated with fine woods and marble, ornate trim
and gargoyle-like figures on the crossbeams. All traces of the bar have since vanished and all that remains behind is the supposedly unfinished
mural of the city of Alton that has been painted on one wall. The stories say that the artist who lived here was allowed to paint the mural in
exchange for his bill. He died before he was able to finish it and his ghost has remained here ever since.

Experiences in the past 8 years have included touching, cold drafts, temperature drops, disembodied voices, objects moved, shadow people,
footsteps, whistling, a piano playing a few notes, music boxes playing a few notes, loud noises that have no explanation, objects falling, pictures
of possible entities, countless orb pictures, and energy streaks, mists forming, and over 150 EVPs.
Brian Murray of Riverbend Paranormal shared this story of Mineral Springs: “So my first experience was one of my best. Janet was walking us
thru the building, we went to the men's pool. There was 8 of us. 7 went to the east side of the pool and 1 went to the west side. I called out, "if
you're here make a noise for us". Behind our lone investigator came and audible voice. All 8 of us heard it. The lone investigator quickly joined
us!”
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Sneak Peek
In the next issue of Bumps in the Night!!!:
• Paranormal “U” - Feedback from a Newbie
• Famous Haunts – Elgin Casket Factory
• Tools of the Trade – Ghost Hunting on the Cheap

Contact Us
You can use any of the following mechanisms to contact us:
Contact Us Form: http://www.tntparanormal.com/contactus.htm
Event Request Form: http://www.tntparanormal.com/event-request
Email: info@tntparanormal.com
Social Media:
Website: http://www.tntparanormal.com/
Twitter: @TnTParanormal (https://twitter.com/TnTParanormal)
FB Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/146712678732927/
FB Team Page:
https://www.facebook.com/TnTParanormalInvestigators
Snail Mail Address:
TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC
PO Box 87401
Carol Stream, IL 60188-7401
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Bumps in the Night!!!!
Disclaimer
Click here to see the disclaimer for Bumps in the Night!!!!
This disclaimer governs the use of the Bumps in the Night!!!!
newsletter. By reading this newsletter, you accept this
disclaimer in full.

Investigator Spotlight
Carl Crooks
Co-Lead Investigator and Case Manager for TPN-Illinois

Carl has lived his whole life in the Chicago-land area and currently lives with his wife and three grown sons in Bolingbrook. He has been
married for 31 years. Carl has been a school social worker for 33 years at the same school district in Westmont Illinois. Carl has been the
president of the Bolingbrook Tee-Ball Association for the past 14 years and a board member for a total of 18 years. Along with investigating the
paranormal Carl is also interested in music, movies, reading non-fiction, and sports.

We have TnT Paranormal t-shirts for sale. Go
to our Webstore or Café Press store to place
your order TODAY before supplies run out!
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Paranormal Insight
By Becky Guymon, Illinois Metaphysical & Paranormal Society (IMPS)

Becky had her first paranormal experience at the young age of 7. Growing up as an Empath in a small Central Illinois town
was a challenge. In 2009 Becky founded the Illinois Metaphysical and Paranormal Society in order to raise awareness about
the paranormal and metaphysical fields.

The IMPS paranormal investigation team focuses on private residential and business

investigations with the mission of providing help and comfort to their clients.

Becky is also a freelance writer and is in the process of writing two books on the paranormal and life as an Empath. Becky is
also a Genealogist, research specialist, and event planner. Having earned her MBA in 2014, Becky prides herself on
professionalism and client care.

For information about IMPS please visit www.teamimps.com. You can also learn more about Becky at www.zitania.com.
Questions can be emailed to becky.imps@gmail.com.

Question from Joe, Illinois: What do you think is the first thing a new paranormal team should research and learn more about?
Becky’s Answer: Honestly, my first response would be ethics. I feel that ethics is something that new teams tend to overlook at times.

A

team needs to know how to handle themselves professionally and ethically especially if they are planning on going into a private residence.
I don’t think that new researchers realize sometimes how personally involved a residential case is and how much confidential information they
will run across.

These families contact us wanting help and they put their trust and faith in us as researchers. It is important that we do not

break their trust. Even if a team is not going to do residential cases ethics is still very important. Knowing the legalities of when and where
you can investigate, proper handling of sacred sites such as cemeteries, and other ethical concerns are always important.

Question from Brian, Urbana IL: When it comes to locations of violent crimes, such as murders, do you feel that even though the
location has been tore down that the spirit of the victims may remain?
Becky’s Answer: I believe that regardless if the location still exists that the spirits of both the victims and the killer may still be in the area. It
would make sense that the killer would return to the scene of the crime. As for the victims, I feel they would less likely return to the area,
especially if they remember what happened to them. However, some claim that victims of sudden death are often confused and return to
where they died.
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Paranormal Corner
Shadow of the Shaman: 5 Reasons Being a Shaman Sucks (is Awesome)
By Chad Stambaugh, Author, Educator, and Paranormal Investigator

Ghost talker? Vision poet? Soothsayer? Oracle? Bridge between worlds? There are many ways to describe shamans and the shamanism they
practice, but basically shamanism is the most ancient spirituality, and for the most part you don’t choose it –it chooses you. Shamanism is
mankind’s primordial soul-signature, tapping the cornerstone of the human leitmotif. Shamans are psycho-ecological vehicles for spiritual
entanglement, and they realize that we are all unique expressions of the same ubiquitous energy. But they also realize that very few of us are
actually aware of that fact. And even fewer are able to do something about it. As such, shamans are unique expressions of the human
condition who are aware of their connection to all things, and who have acquired mysterious methods for doing something about it.
Although it’s a deeply powerful form of spirituality, it should not be taken lightly; or if it is taken lightly, it should be taken with a wholesome
helping of “humble pie” along with a healthy side of “a humor of the most high.” This is because shamanism is a lopsided double edged sword.
The ecstasy on the one side cuts deep and can be genuinely ecstatic, but the agony on the other side cuts to the soul and can be
devastatingly dismal. The pain that comes from such knowledge can be a crippling thing, especially coming from a culture that’s hung-up on
the bliss of its own ignorance. Like Wei Wu Wei said, “In order to be effective truth must penetrate like an arrow — and that is likely to hurt.”
The truth hurts, but cosmic truth hurts most of all. Shamans are the one’s becoming intimate with such pain. Here are five ways being a
shaman totally sucks but is also secretly awesome.

1.) You will be shunned by friends and family:
Shamanism grabs your Destiny by the throat and does not let go. Once it clamps on with its death-grip hold, there is no going back. The
shamanic initiation can appear spontaneously, as a blunder, or as an unlucky (lucky) break. It can arrive through super-serendipity, as a
chance occurrence, or a cruel twist of fate. It can come through new life, or through unexpected death, or both. It can come from another
shaman, or even a raging thunderstorm. There’s no telling when or where it will happen, but when it happens you know it. The universe
lines up like a divine fisherman, and you are the magical fish caught on the hook of primordial Time. The kind of knowledge gained is a
bone-knowledge, a marrow-deep wisdom, a soul-caliber comprehension. This will, in small and large ways, cause complete havoc in the
hyper-real world of the average person. Such havoc is scary for most people, and since your friends and your family include most people,
they will more than likely be scared of your new-found unorthodox spirituality.
Their shunning is a double edged sword: you will be dubbed crazy, insane, and eccentric on the one side, and arrogant, conceited, and
even selfish on the other side. But they don’t even understand the nature of selfishness; as Oscar Wilde wrote, “Selfishness is not living
your life as you wish. It is asking others to live their life as you wish.” You understand that it’s society itself that’s being selfish for asking
you to live the way it wishes. Your refusal to be pigeonholed by the status quo is why they despise you. Anybody who takes up the lifestyle
or attitude of artificiality will not be able to stand you, because you have become a natural being. You are now of the earth. You have rediscovered your roots, through soulful self-interrogation and self-rewilding. By your very presence you catalyze. You are a great
fermentation. The unconscious of anyone living in an artificial manner will sense you as doubly dangerous. Everything about you will irritate
them, especially your sense of humor. They sense nature in you, and they are scared shitless of it. But don’t lose heart. You are vitally
necessary to tonalize this otherwise atonal world.
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Paranormal Corner
Shadow of the Shaman
2.) Love itself becomes a painful ability:
Here’s the thing: we live in a world filled with victims who have been victimized by a victimizing culture. Victims are victims precisely
because they are afraid. Once they cease being afraid, once they quit allowing their fears to control them and become intimate with Fear
instead, they cease being victims and become warriors. Shamans are spiritual warriors par excellence precisely because they are healers
of fear. They help people move from a state of fear and expectation to a higher state of awareness where imagination is free to re-imagine
itself. Like Stephen Levine said, “To heal is to touch with love that which was previously touched by fear.” They realize that fearlessness is
not the rejection of fear, it is intimacy with fear. It’s in the intimacy where the healing takes place. That’s where the ashes can be
transformed into a Phoenix. Like Martin Luther King, Jr. Said, “Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do that. Hate cannot drive
out hate; only love can do that.”
Love itself is the seer’s tool, the shaman’s soul craft. Just as only love can drive out hate, only love can drive out fear. Only intimacy with
fear can transform fear into courage. The catch: this particular flavor of intimacy is excruciatingly painful. It tears apart the soul with its
counter-intuitive energy, but then it puts it back together again with the unconditional glue that maintains the unity of opposites. It’s a deep,
cosmic love, an absolute love that subsumes the slings and arrows of vicissitude, but also leaves its practitioner in a constant state of
existential pain that he/she must be able to resolve in the hear-and-now while also understanding that it will ultimately never really be
resolved. Almost like the joy of the journey is always now, whether or not the goal of the journey is ever achieved. Only the “joy” is no joy at
all but rather an intimacy with pain, a primordial jouissance. Like Joseph Campbell said, “The schizophrenic is drowning in the same waters
in which the mystic swims with delight.”

3.) You will experience Soul-crushing loneliness:
Never underestimate the ignorant power of “the armor of the ‘I.’” It forms itself under the naïve assumption that things are separate. It is
constructed under the desperate assertion of maintaining a separate identity. It closes you off until all of your powers of perception can only
“see” through the narrow chinks of the all-too-human cavern of self-bias. Most of us grow up in a world where this sort of armor is
constantly being manufactured. We become attached to it. It becomes a kind of hyper-real skin. Shamans are the ones ripping that skin off,
which is likely to hurt. But we have only to remember that it’s no skin at all –it’s metal, it’s machine-like. It is not you! It is a prison disguised
as you. A shaman can help you by opening the door to your prison, but only you can walk through it to taste the freedom on the other side.
But, fair warning: it is going to hurt like hell. You will experience one of mankind’s most debilitating pains: loneliness.
Here’s the thing: you have to feel lost and lonely in order to feel the real you as you. You are a microcosm within a macrocosm, a desperate
tiny thing in an otherwise calm universe, but you are also an aspect of the universe. You can no more separate the micro from the macro
than you can the human from the natural; both are needed to put the whole into holistic. This is the great lesson of loneliness: it’s only when
you’re alone that you realize you’re never alone. Like Nietzsche said, “The individual has always had to struggle to keep from being
overwhelmed by the tribe. If you try it, you will be lonely often, and sometimes frightened. But no price is too high to pay for the privilege of
owning yourself.” Such privilege is a double-edged sword. It will liberate you on the one side, but it will crush you with loneliness on the
other side. Do not balk. Self-pity is poison for a shaman. Like Rumi said, “Wherever you stand, be the soul of that place.” Seek the center of
your loneliness and transform it into interdependence. Loneliness is merely the shadow of the self. Embrace the shadow, dance with it in
the abyss, and you will never (always) be alone again.
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4.) You will be destroyed over and over again between worlds:
Your soul will constantly be forced to eat itself. You will face death every day in the abyss. You have to constantly be able to “die” and
rebirth your own energy. Like Henry Miller said, “We must die as egos and be born again in the swarm, not separated and self-hypnotized,
but individual and related.” You must be able to destroy yourself and then rebuild yourself. This is the shamanic dance on God’s forehead,
the eternal dance on the Divine Third Eye: the uncanny ability to be born, to die, and to be reborn, over and over again, and in each new
life, to become a thing which is more capable of subsuming cosmos than in the life before. Where you are receptive to stimuli to which, in
the time before, you were insensate. This is done between worlds. It’s done in the shadowy unconscious of the soul. It’s done in the abyss
of the human condition, where the you of you is the same thing as the They of them. In short, it’s the death of your ego. And perhaps
nothing hurts more than ego-death.
The death of the ego is no easy task. Ego-death is identity-death is self-annihilation. It leads to a dark night of the soul. And if you are lucky
(unlucky) enough to have multiple ego-deaths in your life you will reap the rewards (penalties) of having multiple dark nights of the soul as
well. If all that weren’t enough, you will also experience the ego-death of other people, and the dark night of their soul will usually prove to
be more excruciating than your own. In fact, the more times your soul is forced to eat itself, the more times your ego dies and is reborn
again, the more interdependently connected you will become with the experiences of others. This too is a double edged sword, but the
sharper the double edged sword the smoother the ego-death; which basically just means it gets easier with practice. Indeed, existential
masochism becomes an art form at this level, and provides the perfect platform for meta-empathy to emerge.

5.) You will experience soul breaking meta-empathy:
Shamans are neither scientists nor priests, but artists. They are Technicians of the Sacred, immersed in the numinous tapestry of the
cosmos. A vital aspect of that tapestry is the human condition, and when it comes to the human condition, the artistry of the shaman shines
like gold in dark times. The secret of their art is both very simple and very difficult: healthy detachment. It’s simple because all you have to
do is realize that everything is connected and all things are in a constantly changing dance of interdependence. It’s difficult because you
imagine that you have a static sense of self (ego) which seems at odds with your dynamic sense of connection (soul). But it’s not at odds at
all. Your ego is just as much a tool as your soul is, you simply have to let go of what you think your ego wants in order to make possible
what your soul intends. This requires heartbreak. It requires breaking your heart so wide open that the universe has no other choice but to
fall in. Heartbreak equals soul-awake. And once your soul is awake, that’s when the real shamanic process begins: soul break.
Soul break, like heartbreak, opens us up to the vast knowledge hidden within the nature of pain, but it also teaches us detachment. Soul
break is detachment in the moment. If you are truly detached, your mental-spirit-body becomes a mighty tool for clear seeing. Detachment
is existential seeing. Existential seeing is meta-empathy. You must be able to act with compassion, but without attachment. Most love is
conditional, most compassion is indiscriminate. As a shaman you have to come from a place of unconditional love. The shamanic
experience involves tremendous self-discipline and the will to be focused even when such focus is painful. And it is painful. With this ability
we move to the depths of another person’s emotional state and we can “see” from their worldview and understand what makes them
healthy or not. When they are unhealthy, you feel it. And in a world where the majority of people are unhealthy, you become the walking
personification of pain. Indeed, meta-empathy even becomes ecological. You feel deeply the unhealthiness of the broken system and the
painful disconnect between Mother Nature and the human soul.
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At the end of the day, it is the job of shamans to shake people out of ordinary, habitual states of mind and to reawaken latent faculties. This can
be a soul-quaking experience of world-shattering pain. But there is a vast reservoir of knowledge in such pain, and shamans are the ones
seeking it out and imaginatively and courageously transforming it into soul, into art, and into new knowledge. Through daily acts of courage and
a willingness to reveal symbolic ways to transcend the darkness of the human condition, shamans are the personification of being the change
they wish to see in the world. They are free to triumph over terror. They are no longer interested in the petty pursuit of meaning. They would
rather the power that comes from creating it.

Chad Stambaugh is a retired U.S. Marine; working on a Bachelor's in English and a PH.D. in Parapsychology. He is also working on becoming a Demonologist through the New Life
Ministries Church. He founded 11th Hour Paranormal Research Society and radio show host of the Paranormal Corner and The Paranormal Roundtable. Chad Lives in Fresno, CA,
with his wife Crissy. He has three children and three grandchildren. His first book; Paranormal Investigations took second place and the 2013 Paranormal Awards in the Literary
category. To read more stuff from Chad, please go to his Blog Post at http://chadsteelers.blogspot.com/.
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By Kathy Covey
Some time back, I read an article that really got my curiosity going. The author proposed that extraterrestrial beings were being transported to
and from earth whenever a rainbow would appear. Normally, I wouldn’t have given the article a second thought, but I had captured something
in a photo just a couple of weeks prior to reading the article that made me think that just maybe there was something to what the author had to
say.
I’m a teacher by occupation, but I am also a hobbyist photographer that’s been fortunate enough to sell a few of my photos here and there. I
give credit for this to digital cameras. With their invention, photography is so much easier for us that are technically challenged. I’ve been able to
capture some fairly impressive photos that even amaze me. I used to be one of those people that had the perpetual thumb in the background.
Now, it’s just an occasional accidental selfie.
I was out on a Sunday, just driving around taking some photos of anything that struck my fancy. I’m lucky enough to live in an area that, within a
couple of hours, I can be in the mountains, desert, or coastline. There is never a shortage of photographic material. On this particular day, a
storm was brewing over the mountains. I love photographing storms, so this was great. No crowds, traffic, or skyscrapers to get in the way, just
me and my camera out in the boonies in the pouring rain. All of a sudden, the rain stopped and a beautiful double rainbow appeared out of the
clouds. Wow, what a shot! Actually, it was several shots, I took quite a few pictures before the rainbows dissipated and the clouds moved on.
Soaking wet, I got in the car and drove around for another hour or so, taking a few more photos before heading home. All in all, it was a great
day, got lots of photos that I was relatively sure had turned out good.
It was late by the time I got home, so I didn’t mess with the camera until late Monday night. I had classes that morning and had some things to
do afterwards, but I was anxious to see what I had and got on it as soon as I had something to eat. I had some pretty good shots of a herd of
elk, some wildflowers, a few of an eagle that was flying overhead, and lots and lots of photos of the mountains themselves.
When I got to the rainbow photos, I was actually impressed with myself. They turned out great. I printed out a few of them to get a better look.
I didn’t notice anything right away, but after looking at the printed ones, I couldn’t help but notice that something just didn’t look quite normal. In
one photo, a strange shape appeared in the rainbow almost to the end. It wasn’t a real defined shape, but rather, blurred and bright white. In
the next photo, the shape was at the end of the rainbow, and in the third, it was gone altogether. I had no idea of what I was looking at, but was
sure there had to be a natural explanation. My imagination was going crazy, but I had lessons to get ready for class in the morning and set the
camera and photos aside for the night.
A family emergency came up and I had to take a week off from teaching. The photos were all but forgotten until I read the article about
extraterrestrial beings that were being transported through rainbows and witnessed by the author. The article sounded ridiculous and couldn’t
possibly be real. The photos that were included in the article, though, caught my attention immediately. Naturally, the photos were of a different
location and time, but the same strange shape that appeared in my photos also appeared in his. He absolutely believed that these were photos
of beings from another world that were being put on earth to do whatever it was they were being brought here for. His credentials, if they were
to be believed, said that he was a very educated man with several degrees and doctorates, not your average fly by night UFO enthusiast. His
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name was Dr. Henry Samuels and against my better judgment, I decided to send him an email with copies of my rainbow photos attached. I
didn’t expect an answer at all, so I was surprised when I looked through my email the next day and came across an email from Dr. Samuels.
We decided to meet over coffee on my next day off, which was the day after tomorrow. To be honest, I was feeling like a total idiot for even
considering talking to this man, but something was telling me that it was important that I talk to him.
When I walked into the café that we had arranged to meet in, I was expecting to see an older man with a beard and balding head. I have
no idea why, but that’s what I was picturing him to look like. What I did find was a man in his early 50’s, in jeans and t-shirt, and a ponytail. I
was getting worried that my initial feelings were going to come true.
We talked for three hours and drank gallons of coffee. I thought for sure, we were going to be thrown out for loitering. What Dr. Samuels had
to say, had me on the edge of my seat and when he brought out dozens of photos taken by other people that all contained the same anomaly
that was in our photos, I was hooked. It seems that this phenomenon has been seen by hundreds of people, but never explained. The photos
have been tested and retested by some of the most experienced photography professionals in the world and as of yet, they have not been
able to prove them as photo shopped or faked in any way. So, now what?
When I left the café, I felt confused, irritated in myself for believing this stuff, and completely awestruck at the same time for the possibility of it
being real, that we were being visited by beings from another world.
For the next several weeks, I kept in touch with Dr. Samuels, but stayed with my normal routine of classes in the mornings through the week
and escaping on the weekends to shoot photos.
I was out in the high desert doing my thing during the weekend and clouds started to build up. A storm was on the way, you could almost smell
the rain coming. The clouds broke loose and the rain came down. I loved it, nothing better than a good thunderstorm. I chose a good spot
and got out with my camera just as a rainbow was partially showing through the clouds. I took a boat load of photos and was heading back to
my car. I had a strange sensation that I wasn’t alone. I turned around and what I saw darned near made me wet my pants. I can’t even
adequately explain what it was, but it had shape, almost human like with limbs and head, but it was like seeing lightning in human form. I
couldn’t make a sound and I was totally frozen, my body just wouldn’t move. The shape moved towards me, not walking, but kind of floating.
The next thing I remember, I was flat on the ground and it was getting dark. My watch had stopped, my cell phone was dead, and my car
wouldn’t start. Several hours had passed and I have no account of what happened during that time. Thankfully, a pickup truck stopped to see
if I needed help and we were able to jump the battery in my car and get it going. When I got back home, I immediately called Dr. Samuels.
According to him, this has happened to others. There were many stories of sightings and memory loss.
I still have no idea of what took place during those lost hours. I don’t know if I was abducted, probed, thrown out of a UFO, or what. Strangely,
I’m not scared like you would think you would be, seeing a being that looked like lightning with legs and arms! I don’t know if they’ll be back,
I’m kind of hoping they do, I would like to know what’s on the other side of the rainbow.

Kathy Covey, Director of the Eastern Oregon team of the International Paranormal Reporting Group, has had an interest in the paranormal for many years. "My
family did a lot of traveling to places like Gettysburg, several ghost towns, countless cemeteries, and historic locations all over the country. The interest in the
paranormal just came naturally."
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Upcoming TnT Paranormal
Events

September 2015
Event: Paranormal Disney World Trip 2015

Course: Paranormal 101

Date(s): 11 to 13

Oct 1 at 7PM - Wheaton Public Library (IL)

City, ST: Orlando, FL (Location: Walt Disney World)

Oct 15 at 7PM - White Oak Public Library – Crest Hill (IL)
Oct 31 at 1PM – Orange County Library System – Winter

Event: Gulf Coast Paracon

Garden branch (FL)

Date(s): 25 to 27
City, ST: Biloxi, MS (Location: BEAUVOIR)

Course: Paranormal 104

Website: http://www.sparsparanormal.com/events

Sep 24 - Westmont Public Library (IL)
Oct 22 at 7PM - White Oak Public Library – Lockport (IL)

Event: Rose City Paracon

Oct 29 at PM - Glen Ellyn Public Library (IL)

Date(s): 26
City, ST: Windsor, Ontario (Location: Holiday Inn)
Website: http://www.rosecityparacon.com/

Course: Paranormal 105
Oct 8 at 7PM - White Oak Public Library – Romeoville (IL)
Nov 12 at 7PM - Lemont Public Library (IL)

October 2015
Event: Paradigm Symposium 2015
Investigate with TnT Paranormal Event: (fee associated with event)

Date(s): 1 to 4

October 24th at Arlington Heights Historical Museum (to learn

City, ST: Minneapolis, MN (Crowne Plaza Hotel, Mall of America)

more go to our website Investigate Beverage Factory Page

Website: http://www.paradigmsymposium.com/

or go to ad)
Event: 2015 Chicago Ghost Conference 7
Unless otherwise noted all of the above events are FREE to the public. We

Date(s): 2 and 3

are adding new events all the time, so please keep checking the updated list

City, ST: Chicago, IL

on our website Events Page.

Website: TBD
Event: ShadowCon 2015
Date(s): 16 and 17

Other Upcoming
Paranormal Events

City, ST: Fort Wayne, IN
Website:
https://www.facebook.com/events/640419852746919/?ref_newsfeed_
story_type=regular

Disclaimer: If it has to do with the paranormal and crowds we'll list it
here. This list includes Ghost, UFO, and Cryptozoology conferences.

Event: GHOSTCON

We are not associated in any way with any event listed and we

Date(s): 17 and 18

cannot guarantee any information provided, please check with the

City, ST: Owensboro,KY

representing website (and call the promoter if possible) to gather full

Website: TBD

information.
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